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Foreword
Welcome to our first review of UK Aviation in
2019.
Politically, we’re in unprecedented times – huge
uncertainty regarding Brexit, yet record high
employment figures. The recruitment industry, like
much of the professional services sector, is of
course affected by UK and global economics, yet we
continue to grow from strength to strength – 11%
growth last year according to the REC with one
million people benefiting from new jobs and one
million agency workers on an assignment at any
given time.
Carbon60 and the wider Impellam group of companies make significant contributions to finding
meaningful work for people. Our shared vision, to be the world’s most trusted staffing company
– trusted by our people, our customers and our investors in equal measure – is based on a
philosophy of service excellence. Carbon60 delivers this through being an expert in our
markets. Our series of quarterly reviews form a relatively small but meaningful contribution to
aviation industry insights and current affairs. In this edition, we highlight UK economic and
employment trends for the period of January to March 2019. We also have a particular focus
on the gender pay gap, recent results and how our markets compare to UK standards.
We hope our ‘small’ contribution is of some value. Please do not hesitate to contact us via the
usual channels with any opinions or queries.

Paul Nolan,
Managing Director, Carbon60
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UK Economy & Employment
Employment

Economy

The estimated employment rate in the UK
has increased year on year by 0.8% to
76.1%, an increase of 473,000. This is the
highest employment rate on record,
equating to 32.71 million people in
employment.

The last three months has seen weak
growth due to falls in the manufacture of
metal products, cars and construction
repairs. These falls were offset by the
strong performance of IT, wholesale and
health services. The main driver of the
growth in GDP was from the services
sector, which increased 0.5%, while the
production and construction sectors
reduced by 0.8% and 0.6% respectively.

Comparing by gender, the employment
rate for men is 80.5% - the highest since
1991, and for women the highest since
records began in 1971 at 71.8%. The
improved employment rate for women
would have been partly affected by the
change in State Pension age for women
last November, resulting in less women
retiring between the ages of 60-65 years.
Unemployment is at the lowest rate since
1975 at 3.9%, and economic activity rate at
20.7% - 0.5% lower than a year earlier.

Although December 2018 to January 2019
saw a 2.8% growth in construction driven
by non-housing repair and maintenance
and infrastructure, overall in the three
months to January sector growth was down
0.6%.ii

Employer confidence
Job vacancies fell sharply in the 2008
recession but have been recovering
steadily since 2012. The number of
vacancies from December 2018 to
February 2019 increased by 39,000 from
last year to an estimated 854,000.i

Earnings
Including and excluding bonuses, the
average weekly earnings for UK
employees were estimated to have
increased the same amount of 3.4%
compared with this time last year.

Data from the REC JobsOutlook survey
shows that employer’s confidence in the
UK economy fell 8% over the last quarter.
Confidence in making hiring and
investment decisions declined by 6%.
Despite this, more employers are planning
to increase, rather than decrease
permanent headcount in the short-term
according to the REC.
49% of UK employers are concerned about
the availability of permanent staff
especially in engineering and technical
circles while construction workers pose the
biggest concern on the contract/temp side.
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Aviation Overview & Outlook
Airlines in administration
British regional airline Flybmi ceased
operations and filed for administration on
the 16th February 2019. The airline based
in the East Midlands had 376 staff and
operated 17 planes flying to 25 cities
across Europe. The airline faced several
difficulties such as increases in fuel costs
and the Brexit uncertainty leading to their
inability to secure valuable flying contracts
in Europe.iii This follows Germany’s
Germania airline, which filed for bankruptcy
earlier this year.
A similar story to that of Flybmi and
Germania was the Icelandic Wow Air. Wow
was founded in 2011, grew to employ 1,000
people, and carried 3.5 million passengers
in 2018, which operated short and long
haul routes to Europe and the US.
Thousands of people were stranded by the
collapse of Wow Air, which was ultimately
caused by stiff competition from other low
fare airlines and higher fuel bills.iv

projected 1,200 they anticipated they would
sell.
This decision could affect as many as
3,500 jobs at Airbus over the next three
years.v

F-35 work
The F-35 avionics and aircraft component
repair hub in North Wales has been
awarded a £500 million assignment of work
by the US Department of Defense, which
will see essential maintenance, repair,
overhaul and upgrades for F-35 aircraft.
This follows the announcement from 2016
that the UK would be the location for the
global repair hub for the initial portion of F35 components.
The UK was awarded nine out of the fifteen
assignments by the US Department of
Defense, more than any other international
competitor.vi

Boeing fix
End of A380
Airbus has announced it will stop making
the iconic A380 superjumbo jet with the
final deliveries ending in 2021. They have
cited the main reason is due to Emirates
significantly cutting orders for the airliner;
therefore, their order backlog is not strong
enough to sustain production.
To date, the company has delivered 234
A380s; this is less than a quarter of the

Following the extremely sad news about
the recent Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 737
Max crash, and the previous Lion Air 737
Max fatal crash back in October 2018,
Boeing have announced software fixes.
According to The Independent, despite the
timing, Boeing say the fixes are not linked
to the crash. They have been under
increasing pressure from victim’s families,
industry regulators and US politicians, and
now say they have developed software
fixes for an automated flight-control system
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which
The
Independent
reports
investigators believe may have been partly
to blame. The improved safety features will

be offered to airlines free of charge once it
has been certified by the FAA. vii

Aviation Salary Survey 2019
We are pleased to announce our latest Aviation Salary and Employment Survey is coming
soon.
“Overall, across our survey respondents, the average UK salary is £38,416. This is 23%
above the UK median of £29,588 (Office of National Statistics 2018) and 3% above the
engineering average of £37,344.”
The above excerpt confirms the Aviation sector to be a well-paid one.
Early findings confirm B1 Licenced Engineers are amongst the highest average salaries. B1
Engineers are renowned for being in high demand, with a 16% increase in job adverts year
on year between March 2018 and March 2019, to which higher pay can be attributed.
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In focus: Gender Pay Gap
It’s been a year since new legislation was
introduced requiring all companies,
charities and public sector bodies with
more than 250 employees to report their
gender pay gap figures. Over 10,000
organisations reported in 2018, with men
being paid more than women (on a median
hourly basis) in circa 78% of them. The
BBC reports that following the 4th April
deadline that 78% of companies still have
a gap in favour of men. However, the
median pay gap this year has reduced very
slightly from 9.7% to 9.6%.viii
As a technical and engineering specialist,
we are keen to understand how our sectors
are performing.

All sectors pay men more on average (see
BBC graphic) with construction reporting
the worst average median gender pay gap
of over 25%. Mining, Electricity and Gas
remain
above
the
average
with
manufacturing, water and waste showing a
more positive below average result.
EasyJet and Jet2 represent aviation in the
10 largest pay gaps among very large
companies.
So why do engineering, construction and
technical organisations rank so poorly in
regards gender pay discrepancy? A clearly
significant factor is the disproportionate
number of women who hold senior

positions, and therefore command higher
salaries.

Similarly, taking EasyJet as an example,
there are functional differences in the
make-up of many such organisations.
Outside of our engineering bias, EasyJet
requires and hires pilots and cabin crew.
Pilots are more highly paid than cabin crew
and are also predominantly male, with the
reverse being the case for cabin crew. A
resolution, and one in which EasyJet and
most airlines are adopting, is to look to
proactively recruit more female pilots.
Construction
and
engineering
organisations continue to have similar
gender imbalances. One cause is that such
industries have historically been seen as
less attractive to females. This remains a
holistic challenge in terms of engaging with
young people and professionals in other
sectors, and ensuring retention through a
focus on welfare, including diversity
awareness and flexible working practices.
We can see great strides being taken in all
regards, but the attraction, recruitment and
training of skilled professionals of course
takes time, so any positive changes will be
seen over the long rather than short term.
At Carbon60, we welcome the
opportunity to share our gender pay gap
report, which is available on our
website.
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Aviation salary & hiring trends
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Information sources
ONS – Employment and labour market
ONS - GDP
iii BBC - UK regional airline Flybmi ceases operations
iv BBC – Wow Air failure
v CNN - Airbus is giving up on the A380
vi UKDJ – UK wins £500m global F-35 support work
vii Boeing 737 MAX: Manufacturer rolls out software fix but claims it is nothing to do with Ethiopia
crash
viii BBC – Gender pay: Fewer than half of UK firms narrow gap
i

ii

Contact us:
enquiries@carbon60global.com
01329 227000
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